Reasons behind mosquitoes' unusual flight
behaviour identified in new study
30 March 2017
unusual flapping pattern of short, fast sweeps
means that mosquitoes cannot rely on the
conventional aerodynamic mechanisms that most
insects (and helicopters) use.
This unusual flight behaviour prompted scientists
from the Royal Veterinary College, University of
Oxford, and Chiba University to carry out a study,
which is published today in Nature. The results
from this study show that there is still much to be
learnt from animals, such as mosquitoes, which
operate at the extremes of natural flight.
The scientists built a miniature film studio, using
precisely aligned cameras and powerful lights, to
capture the subtle three-dimensional movements of
their wings. This allowed the researchers to
Dr Nathan Phillips constructed a specialised arena with
observe the subtlest of movements, which were
eight powerful infra-red high-speed cameras recording at
then placed into a computational fluid dynamics
10,000 frames per second to capture the wing
model that could simulate the airflow produced by
movements of mosquitoes in flight. Credit:
the beating wings.
Bomphrey/Nakata/Phillips/Walker
The team found that in addition to generating lift by
leading-edge vortices (a mechanism used by most
insects, whereby 'bubbles' of low pressure are
The reason behind mosquitoes' unusual flight
behaviour has long puzzled scientists. The angular created along the leading edge of the wing),
sweep of their wings is around 40 degrees, which mosquitoes use two additional aerodynamic
features: so-called trailing-edge vortices, and a type
is less than half that of the honey bee, prompting
of lift mechanism generated by the rotation of the
speculation over how they fly at all.
wing.
Research led by scientists from the Royal
Whereas other insects produce most weight
Veterinary College (RVC), has identified two
additional aerodynamic features which help explain support during the translational phases of their
down- and up-strokes, the unique wing shape and
these unusual features.
motion of mosquitoes means that their weight is
most supported during the brief periods of wing
Mosquitoes stand out from other insects for their
rotation at the end of each half-stroke. This, in turn,
unusual flight behaviour. They have abnormally
long, narrow wings, which they flap back and forth gives rise to vortices on the wing's trailing edge
800 times each second – far faster than any other caused by a new form of wake capture (a
phenomenon whereby the insect gains extra lift by
insect of comparable size. To compensate for
these rapid oscillations, their stroke amplitude (the recapturing energy lost in the previous stroke).
angle through which the wing sweeps) is less than
half that of any other insect measured to date. This
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Culex mosquitoes exhibit unusual aerodynamic
mechanisms. Streamlines (red) show a vortex along the
trailing edge that gives the insects a boost in lift force.
Credit: Bomphrey/Nakata/Phillips/Walker

Dr Richard Bomphrey, Reader of Biomechanics at
the RVC, and study lead, said: "The usual flapping
pattern of short, fast sweeps means that
mosquitoes cannot rely on the conventional
aerodynamic mechanisms that most insects and
helicopters use. Instead, we predicted that they
must make use of clever tricks as the wings reverse
their direction at the end of each half-stroke."
Dr Simon Walker, University Research Fellow at
the University of Oxford, who helped design the
intricate setup said: "Recording mosquitoes during
free-flight represented a huge technical challenge
due to their small size, extreme wingbeat
frequency, and the presence of large antennae and
legs, that can mask the view of their wings".
Dr Toshiyuki Nakata, from Chiba University, who
ran the computer simulations, said: "In most
insects, aerodynamic forces increase as you move
out along the wing length because the wing tip
travels faster than the wing root. However, by
exploiting aerodynamics that rely on rapid pitching
of the wing, the force can be produced along the
entire length. Having a long slender wing can
therefore increase lift force and simultaneously
reduce the cost of flight."
More information: Richard J. Bomphrey et al.
Smart wing rotation and trailing-edge vortices
enable high frequency mosquito flight, Nature
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